
 

 

SITE INFORMATION SHEET 
 

 

CONTACT: 07773-125745 (Available on the day or prior to the event) 

WARNING: MOTOR SPORT CAN BE DANGEROUS 

Avon Dassett 
Description: Avon Dassett Quarry is a popular venue located to the North of Banbury.  It is an old quarry that 

is used most weekends to host a variety of off-road events.  Featuring mud, water, sand, rock 
and hill climbs there is something for everyone.  

Off-Roading: This is a classic quarry with high sidewalls and a deep central area.   The perimeter of the quarry 
has a track around it form which the central area can be accessed.  In the centre a large area of 
mud and sand can be soft and deep or rock hard depending on the weather.  Mud areas exist all 
year round and a lake provides a water hazard.  The quarry has numerous hills and drops to test 
the climbing ability of any vehicle.  

Facilities: No on-site mains water exists so please bring water for the club wheel wash.  The club trailer 
provides toilet facilities and a burger van is usually available for snacks.  For some events 
overnight rough camping is available – contact the club for details.  There is plenty of on-site 
parking. 

Directions: Turn off the M40 at Junction 12, and head towards Gaydon on the B4451.  After ½ mile join the 
B4100, turning left towards Banbury. Follow the road for approx. 2 miles, going over a long 
railway bridge until you come to an MOD Base (Kineton) on the right hand side.  

NEARBY POSCODE: CV27 4AE      OS MAP REF: SP 417 507 

 

Warnings: On-site: Some of the slopes are severe, observe direction markings and instructions 
from marshals.   There is a risk of rolling on some areas of the site.  Some 
areas of the lake are TOO DEEP for ANY vehicle and will be taped off for that 
reason. 

Off-site: Care is needed on the steep hill through the country park on the approach 


